
 Shotgun - Annual Check Form

Please fill in the relevant sections of this form either by entering text where shown or using the drop-down arrows to select from 
the options that are available.

Ranger's Name?

b. State trigger weights - left/right:

c.  State proof mark, right-top:

e.  State proof mark, left-bottom:

d.  State barrel measurement, right-top:

f .  State barrel measurement, left-bottom:

Maker's name and model? Serial number

Calibre?

Date

c.  Is trigger weight acceptable?

d.  Is trigger creep acceptable?

e.  Is the safety catch operational?

Ownership?

1.  Action

a.  Are the barrels free from dents?

b.  Are the barrels free from bulges or rivelling?

h.  Are the barrels free from pitting?

g.  Is the shotgun in proof?

i.    Is internal condition of the barrels acceptable?

2.  Barrels

f.   Are the top lever and spring 
satisfactory with no excessive 
freeplay?

j.    Is the rib damaged?

k.   Is the fore end secure?

a. State trigger weights -  top/bottom:

a.  Is the gun free from rust?

b.  Is the gun free from signs of neglect?  If not state 
below.

a.   Have the locks been stripped 
enough to allow inspection and 
cleaned if necessary?

3. Cleaning 4. General

If the shotgun is not in a serviceable 
condition or is unsafe for use please state 
the action taken.

I have inspected this shotgun and certify that:

Certification by gunsmith

Signed:

Registered Firearms Dealer Number: Date

g.  Is the joint condition satisfactory (on/
off face)?

h.  Is  the stock free from cracks?

i.    Is the stock secure?
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